《The Mysterious CEO》
7 Marry Me.
Lu Lan knew understand that she fall in the tricks of Si Li and she can't do anything.
"Come inside, you will understand" Si Li said and turn to leave.
Lu Lan was following the Si Li inside the penthouse she saw Si Li's grandfather was
waiting in the living room.
"Rascal.. is this time for coming home, where is my…?" Elder Si stop shouts when he
saw Lu Lan was coming with Si Li.
"Grandfather…!" Lu Lan greeted to Elder Si.
"Lu Lan…?" Elder Si looked confusingly to Si Li.
"You saw what you want to see, now go rest we will talk tomorrow" Si Li said to
Elder Si and hold the hand of Lu Lan and went up strains immediately.
"Hey… Where are we going…?" Lu Lan asked Si Li, while following him.

"In my rooms. Darling…" Si Li said and took Lu Lan in his arms and shut the door of
his room before she asked any other question.
In the room...
Si Li throw Lu Lan in his bed and Lu Lan immediately got up and shout "What the
hell... Si Li.. What is the…?"
"Marry Me" Si Li interrupted.
'What didn't she like Lu Xuelon, how come he wants to marry me?' Lu Lan thought
"I don't want you to remain in this marriage for the lifetime. It is a one year contract
after that we will get the divorce and you be free. I am doing this only because the
health of the old man is not good and he is focusing me for marriage. If you agree I
guarantee to you whatever you want you will get it" Si Li explain the whole thing.
"If I don't agree with you?" Lu Lan asked.

"I think you already facing enough difficulties in our life and don't want to increase it"
Si Li warned her.
"Why me?" Lu Lan asked in sad voice.
Elder Lu, who adopted Lu Lan after her parents' death, was a good friend of Elder SI
and both the families are also good in their businesses. Although Lu Lan was adopted
granddaughter in Lu family, she never got any status in Lu family as compare as
cousin Lu Xuelon.
Lu Xuelon was an artist in World Entertainment which was also a subsidiary of Si
Corporation and because of both the families' relation, Lu Xuelon got a high level in
the entrainment industry and no one wanted to offend her.

